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SPORT TRAINING OFFICIATING
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Useful Resources bonus question

At what development stage do we start

identifying official- specific training?  
What concepts to include: 

BRAIN DUMP - anything you think

might be useful or interesting or

relevant, just pop it in here.  It doesn't

matter if it's a little bit out there.  This is

the space for new ideas!   

At what stages

Start to sort the concepts into the

stages that would seem most

appropriate.  Would you coach this in

the first couple weeks?  Once a skater

has played a few games?  When?   

Useful Resources

Have you seen anything out in the

world or from a derby league that you

think we should be looking at?  Post

the links or documents here and let us

know what bits you think are useful.  Is

it the content? The format?  The

design?  

Let's build on the great stuff that's out

there instead of reinventing the wheel! 

Use Post its to contribute in the

thinking spaces.  

Make use of the comment function to

expand on your points or others'

points.  

HOW TO!

We know we get a lot of folks coming into sport or a team sport for the first time.    

What do we need to share and support about being part of organised sport and growing in that

space? 

We want to create space for officials and skaters to train together in the same space - with a goal of

creating better relationships and developing a mutual respect.  What officiating elements should be

taught to every one and which skills are extra important for officials to focus on (both skating and non-

skating!)

Backwards

skating while

focussing on

the centre of

the track
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Avoiding

(moving)

obstacles

At what stages
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As a community, we've always had a lot of guiding values and principles.  As we engage in our anti-racist work,

we're developing an even better understanding of what we want to stand for.  How do we make sure to share

that with incoming athletes?

No warm

up = No

skate

Stage 0

Stage 1�

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 0

Stage 1�

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 0 

Stage 1 

Stage 2

Stage 3 

Stage 4 

We are all

responsible for

creating a safe

training

environment

o�Nutrition o�Sport

Psychology

Injury

prevention and

management

(concussion

protocol)

Fitness Goal setting
Receiving

feedback

Anti-racism

What to do

if you’re

injured

What to do

with an

injured

skater

Respecting

officials and

skaters

Recognising

and

removing

bias

Officials

discretion and

how that

translates to

game calls

Skating officials

positions and

how they work

together

London Ref

School

recordings

Motivation

(maybe

subset of

Sport

Psychology?)

Zen of reffing

roller derby

Being

responsible by

playing within

your level of

skills &

experience

There should be some option for

official-specific training at any

point that there is contact-

training. Some people choose

officiating because they do not

want/like contact -- it would be

great to pair the two and present

them as options to developing

participants.

Transitions

Stepping, Side-

surfing, &

Lateral T-

Pushes/Smarty

Steps

Skating officials

positions and

how they work

together

Backwards

skating while

focussing on

the centre of

the track

Avoiding

(moving)

obstacles

Transitions

Stepping, Side-

surfing, &

Lateral T-

Pushes/Smarty

Steps

"Scopes" of

each skating

official

position

Non-skating

officials

positions and

how they work

together
Non-skating

officials

positions and

how they work

together

"Scopes" of

each skating

official

position

Communicating from

NSOs to SOs

throughout the

game (during jams,

during 30" line ups,

during timeouts)

Communicating from

NSOs to SOs

throughout the

game (during jams,

during 30" line ups,

during timeouts)

Conducting

an Official

Review

Conducting

an Official

Review

Adjusting to

penalty

metrics of a

crew/game

Adjusting to

penalty

metrics of a

crew/game

Sharing your

pronouns &

asking for

others' 

(don't assume) 

De-

gendering

your

language

On Being a

Team Player

-Punchy

O'Guts 

The Three C's of

Giving Feedback

-Punchy O'Guts

A Better Way to

Ask for Feedback

-Elextra Q-tion 

Inclusive Coaching: A

resource for derby

coaches to make spaces

safe and inclusive for

marginalized folks.

-Punchy O'Guts 

Developing

Mental

Toughness

-Punchy O'Guts 

Some Ways that

Gender Roles are

Reinforced in Roller

Derby

-Punchy O'Guts 

Some Ways to

Support the Trans

Folks on Your

League 

-Punchy O'Guts 

Looking at your

policies - how

inclusive are they?

Attendance?

Hardship for

finances? Etc.

WFTDA

Code of

Conduct

Toolkit

Loading…

Stretching

and cross

training 

at training with players,

difference between

coaching & officiating

Officiating | hard of hearing

or deaf skaters, etc some

tipps and explanations

how to deal with a

“bad” training (as a

skater) talk to who,

when and how

cool down

Respecting

the

coaches

Mental

toughness

for officials.
balance between praxis

and theory (at the

beginning we are more

focused about skating skills

and about all the rules, at

least in my leagues)

How to actually

skate for each on

skate officials roll as

they can be quite

different. (inside

and outside track)

Making calls

skills. E.G being

audible. Not

being fearful of

using a whistle

Concentration

skills for

officials.

Learning how to

hone in for each

jam

Concentration

skills for

officials.

Learning how to

hone in for each

jam

Mental

toughness

for officials.

Making calls

skills. E.G being

audible. Not

being fearful of

using a whistle

Working on skate

skills out with

weekly training

sessions (on or

off skates) 

Making the

environment a

welcoming and

friendly place.

Encourage

communication -

before, during

and after

sessions.

Give new skaters an

understanding of the

skills they will be

learning so that

nothing feels like a

surprise

Learn to

listen

Keeping a Derby

Diary to log skills

and

progressions. It's

a great tool for

reflection.

Acting responsible

towards the health of

others as well as

your own

And

coaches

respecting

players!

Recognizing

and criticizing

fatphobia &

fitness/diet

culture

Valuing

people over

results/skills

How to

regulate/recognize

intensity of effort

Basics of exercise

What is sprinting?

what is strength?

Endurance? How

do you work on

them

Team dynamics,

how do you

compete for a

position on a team

while also playing

as a team

Adding growth

mindset techniques

to practices 

making sure

that rostering

is equitable

to skaters  

building practices

/training sessions that

encourage

communication and

creativity among

skaters 

understanding

there are

multiple ways to

get a win when

learning a new

skill 

Why do we learn a

particular skill, ie. what

is this useful for in

game play - many have

told me they like these

explanations 

Appropriate

bench/game

behaviour

How to

leave the

track when

issued a

penalty

Learning to

skate non-

derby

direction

Prime had a book

called Train Your

Brain to Shut Up -

might be useful,

though I don't have

a copy!

What a

coach is

and does

Minimizing ableist

language,  normalizing

accommodations for

folks who need them,

respect of self-efficacy

Design curriculum

with Universal Design

in mind. EX:

incorporating a

variety of formats

(pictorial, verbal,

tactile).

Decolonizing

Fitness: Affirming

Spaces Series

Universal

Design and

Sport

Use of effective communication to

keep folks engaged in the content

and build rapport (retention).

Positive language (not to be

confused with "good vibes only")

Words

Matter

Bias

Training

Before you start: 

-Review your policies with an

eye for inclusivity, including

information delivery methods

& formats

Body Care:

The importance of

warm up and cool

down

Basic Stretching

The

importance of

warm up and

cool down

Team:

Team

dynamics

Sports

Psychology:

Ways to "get a

win" when

learning a new

skill

Sports

Psychology:

Goal setting 

Body Care:

Concussion

Recognition,

Information, &

Protocols

Self-Efficacy:

Working on skills

outside of formal

training sessions

(on or off skates) 

Communication: -

Receiving feedback

-Asking for

Feedback

-Giving Feedback 

"functional

movement as it

pertains to roller

derby"

Body Care:

"functional movement

as it pertains to roller

derby"

(fitness/cross training for

injury prevention &

preparation)

Sport

Psychology:

Motivation

Techniques 

Growth

Mindset

Techniques

Sports

Psychology:

Growth

Mindset

Techniques

Strategy:

Applying

Theory to

physical &

mental skills

Self-Efficacy:

Sharing the full

program with new

skaters to see

what is ahead of

them

Self-Efficacy:

Ways to review your

own progress

ex: keeping a Derby

diary, making video

recordings on your

phone, self-rated

assessments, etc.

Self-Efficacy:

How to

regulate/recognize

intensity of effort

Team:

What a

coach is

and does

Throughout ALL

stages:

Why?

(as it incorporates

into gameplay, skill

progressions,

strategy, etc.) 

Mindset by

Carol

Dweck

Bias

Training

Officiating/ playing with/

coaching etc --hard of

hearing or deaf skaters,

etc some tips and

explanations

Kit/Equipment

Safety, Fit,

Maintenance,

& Importance

Sportspersonship

The Growth

Mindset Coach

by Annie Brock

and Heather

Hundley 

Making  sure

more mature

skaters are not

ostracized 

Treating all skaters

equally in that if

someone is slower

at picking up skills

etc. that they are

not left out

Throughout ALL stages:

-Anti-racism

-Recognizing & removing biases

-De-gendering your language

-Recognizing & criticizing fatphobia & fitness/diet

culture

-Removing ableist language

-Normalizing accommodations for people who need

them

-Respecting self-efficacy 

-Recognizing & criticizing ageism & classism 

Communication:

-avenues for

-around personal needs &

advocacy

-sharing & respecting names &

pronouns 

-how to Listen

Safety:

-Kit/Equipment fit, maintenance,

importance, & safety

-What to do if you or someone else is

injured

-how to create a safe training environment 

-how to be responsible towards others'

health & your own

Sportspersonship:

-Volunteer-based organization

-valuing people over results/abilities

-respect for all regardless of

position/role 

-Creating a welcoming environment

Cultivating Growth:

-Adding Growth Mindset techniques

-Using communication to build rapport &

engagement

-Positive-oriented language 

-Responsibility for playing within your

level & experience -- how to adjust, if

needed

Feedback:

-How to give feedback

-How to receive feedback

-How to ask for feedback

-Proper avenues for feedback (who

covers which "topics" in league,

how/when to get in touch, etc.) 

Value Those Present:

-Respect & understand Officials & their

roles 

-Respect & understand Coaches & their

roles

-Respect & understand Volunteers/Game

Staff & their roles

-Respect & understand Skaters & their

roles 

In-Game Values &

Behavior (vs. practice,

when participating

inter-league, etc.)

Introduction to

Broad Values &

Behaviors of the

Sport (& Your

League)

Exploration of

Values &

Behaviors in the

settings of a

group/cohort

Development of

Values &

Behavior in the

larger team &

game setting

Proficiency in

executing &

upholding Values &

Behaviors, even in

high-emotion

situations

Modeling

Values &

Behaviors to

newer

members

Game

Knowledge:

Application

of Rules 

Team:

Competing

for a roster

spot 

Game Knowledge:

"Unwritten" rules --

ex: do not cut

through the middle

of the track after a

jam 

Sport

Psychology:

How to deal with

a "plateau" in

development 

Sport

Psychology:

Using

Imagery 

Game Knowledge:

In-game procedures

not addressed in

rules

document/casebook

How to Be a Team

Player

Off season

and season

build up

PT4W on

Growth

Mindset

Mind, Body,

and Roll

podcast

Strong Athletic

Podcast (topics range

from consensual

coaching to values as

coach or player)

Dr. Afzal (functional

movement and

sports conditioning

PT)

A Conceptual

Model of

Referee Efficacy

Mental

Toughness for

Officials

Graphic

Referee.com

The same focus on values:

anti-racism, accessibility,

degendering language, etc.

as in skater materials.

Understanding

the importance of

adding isometric

training to your

workouts

Sports

Psychology:self-

accountability


